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Celebrity chefs put
‘great’ into cuisine
Vicki Williams

nese firms see Britain as the initial landing point from which they can pursue more trade with Europe. Photo: K.Y. Cheng
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of London, trying to understand
exactly what’s going to happen,”
she says.
“There’s been a lot of
discussion among big
businesses around what is a
viable alternative to London and
[there are no alternatives]
because of the strengths we
mentioned. If you look at
London, you’ve got financial
technology really taking off.
Fintech is [showing] the biggest
growth in the world.
“You’ve got the technology of
Silicon Valley, you’ve got the
policymaking of Washington
and you’ve got the financial
centre of Wall Street all in
one place.”
Hawley argues that while
Paris, Dublin or Frankfurt could
take a little business away from
London, the British capital’s
fundamentals are strong, and
there are no viable alternatives.
“Also for the infrastructure,
we talked to a lot of companies
who said we’ve looked at moving
elsewhere, but actually there’s
not the schools, hospitals or

locations that people want to live
in.” With sterling crashing to a in
recent weeks, Hawley sees it as a
good opportunity for foreign
investment.
“We’ve seen people moving
to buy assets in the UK because
of devaluation of sterling, people
going to London for their luxury
handbags, people going
shopping as tourists,” she says.
“There is a lot of discussion in
Hong Kong about where you
send your child for schooling or
university. Do you send your
child to the UK or US, and
suddenly, overnight, it’s 10 times
cheaper to go to the UK. So
people are flooding to go on the
application side for the
education.
“There has been quite a lot of
investment from Hong Kong
into Manchester,” Hawley says,
adding that “there are some big
regeneration projects in
Manchester”.
Aidan Yao, senior emerging
Asia economist at AXA
Investment Managers, says that
Brexit has become less a driver of

global sentiment in the short
term, but still a major influence
in Britain.
“Hong Kong and [mainland]
China markets could still be
affected by day-to-day Brexit
news, but without a ‘hard exit’,
markets should take cues mainly
from China and US in the
coming months.”
The sharp moves in the
pound would have been factored
in by the People’s Bank of China
when fixing the RMB against
the basket.
Provided that the UK does
not opt for a hard exit, we think
the economic impact for
[mainland] China and Hong
Kong should be manageable [in
the long term].
“Trade exposures of China/
HK to the UK, based on final
demand, are reasonably small,
and any negative impacts from
reduced UK demand [due to the
economic slowdown] could be
offset by more policy support
from the domestic market and
local central banks.
“Unless the Brexit risk
spreads more widely across the
euro zone, undermining overall
EU growth, we think that
[mainland] China and Hong
Kong economies should be
relatively immune.”

Like London, Hong Kong has a
vibrant dining scene which,
combined with its eating-out
culture, makes it an appealing
destination for international
celebrity chefs. Some of those
championing great British
cuisine here are Jason Atherton,
Gordon Ramsay and Tom Aikens
– all with Michelin-starred
restaurants – plus protégés of
these chefs, such as Nate Green.
Atherton opened his first
restaurant in Hong Kong, 22
Ships, four years ago, and has
gone on to open Ham & Sherry
and Aberdeen Street Social with
restaurateur Yenn Wong. It is the
latter where his reinterpretation
of British cuisine, reinventing
traditional dishes with modern
techniques, is to be found.
“Great British cuisine has had
a massive impact on the world,
don’t forget many years ago the
French used to send their royal
chefs to train how to roast meat
properly in our royal courts,”
Atherton says. “We have always
had amazing home-grown
produce, we have some of the
best shellfish and fish products
on the planet, and one of the best
dairy farming industries.
“No other country has such
depth to draw inspiration from.”
His favourite British dish is
Lancashire hot pot.
Also pointing towards
produce as a definer is Aikens,
who is involved in The Pawn,
serving modern British cuisine,
and The Fat Pig, dedicated to
porcine delights, both in
conjunction with Classified
Group. “I would say that it’s the
produce in each region that
makes British dishes unique,
also we are very lucky to have
the ever-changing seasons in
the UK that gives us such a
variety of produce.”
Aiken says traditional British
cuisine is a lot about comfort
food “probably to compensate
for the weather”. Among the
iconic dishes, which he says,
make it a recognisable cuisine,

are: fish ‘n’ chips, shepherd’s pie,
blood pudding, roasts with
potatoes and Yorkshire pudding,
trifle, Eton mess and sticky
toffee pudding.
Gordon Ramsay, together
with Dining Concepts, has a
presence at London House,
inspired by a typical English pub,
and Bread Street Kitchen & Bar,
featuring dishes from the
London counterpart showcasing
British favourites reinvented.
Both restaurants showcase fish
‘n’ chips, bangers and mash, beef
Wellington and shepherd’s pie.
Nate Green, a former protégé
of Atherton, branched out in
June with the opening, in
conjunction with Wong, of
Rhoda, serving modern comfort
food, featuring a menu that
changes daily.
“Great British food is about
down-to-earth, everyday food,
using great produce, and dishes
with flavour depth,” Green says.
“It’s working-class food. Rhoda’s
food is driven by us using whole
animals so there is plenty of
British influence on the menu,
such as faggots, peas and gravy,
shepherd’s pie, Lancashire hot
pot, and Ginger biscuit trifle.
“Some of my favourite dishes
to eat are shepherd’s pie, fish and
chips, brawn, Sunday roast, fruit
pies, fruit crumble, the list could
go on forever.”
Meanwhile, the second
edition of the Best of British
Festival will enliven Tamar Park
from November 8 to 13.
Celebrating the people, food
and brands that put the “great”
in Great Britain, the six-day
jamboree will feature some of
Hong Kong’s favourite eateries,
including Mr & Mrs Fox, Mama
San, Tango Steakhouse, Bread
Street Kitchen & Bar, Bombay
Dreams, Popsy Modern Kitchen,
The Pawn, and Jamie’s Italian,
whose chefs will curate a special
menu, topped by a British-Asian
fusion signature dish.
Evenings will be spiced up
with culinary themes, outdoor
cinema screenings, live music, a
traditional British pub and
family entertainment.

Nate Green says British cuisine is about down-to-earth food.

conditions help bring new breed of labels to the table
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three main grapes used to make
Champagne. “People just don’t
realise the quality of wines that
can now be produced from
England. We have conducted

360 kilometres from London.
There are now more than 500
commercial vineyards and 133
wineries spread across the
country, which last year

50 per cent to 3,000 hectares by
2020, while growers are aiming
to bring wine production to 10
million bottles.
The wine industry in England

the support of the likes of wine
critic Jancis Robinson is English
wine, specifically English
sparkling wine.
England’s wine styles are
divided between red – 10 per
cent – still white, which accounts
for 24 per cent, while the rest is
sparkling, a sector that continues
to expand every year. English
sparkling wine has been highly
praised for its quality, beating
Champagne in some
competitions, and picking up a
total of 130 medals and trophies
in last year’s Decanter World
Wine Awards.
“Most ... recent plantings are
for sparkling wine production –
chardonnay, pinot noir and
pinot meunier – account for
more than half of the total of
varietal plantings,” says Julia
Trustram Eve, marketing
director for English Wine
Producers.
“Around 5 per cent of all
English wine is exported around

carries two labels in its Hong
Kong outlets. “We stock a
sparkling wine and a rosé,” says
Carol Liu, marketing assistant at
M&S. “The sparkling, Ridgeview
Marksman, has complex
flavours of red apple, exotic spice
and brioche which are
underpinned by balanced
acidity and a long finish.
“Mike Roberts founded the
Ridgeview winery in Sussex
almost 20 years ago and we were
delighted when he agreed to
blend this 100 per cent
chardonnay wine exclusively for
M&S. His careful use of French
oak has added breadth and
texture to... a truly stunning fizz.”
M&S’s Pinot Noir Rosé is a
pale salmon-coloured, off-dry
wine with aromas of crushed
raspberries and strawberries
with a hint of vanilla and a spicy
round-off. “Our winemaker Sue
Daniels worked with John
Worontschak at Denbies Wine
Estate to select the best pinot

